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ABSTRACT: High-temperature photovoltaics (PV) for terrestrial and
extraterrestrial applications have presented demanding challenges for
current solar cell materials, such as Si, III−V AlGaInP, and II−VI. Wide-
bandgap III-nitride materials, in contrast, offer several intrinsic advantages
that make them extremely appealing for high-temperature applications. In
this study, we fabricated and characterized III-nitride solar cells using
polarization-free (i.e., nonpolar) InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells
(MQWs). The InGaN solar cells showed a large working temperature
range from room temperature (RT) to 450 °C, with positive temperature
coefficients up to 350 °C. The peak external quantum efficiencies of the
devices showed a 2.5-fold enhancement from RT (∼32%) to 450 °C
(∼81%), which is distinct from all other solar cells ever reported. This can
be partially attributed to an increase of over 70% in carrier lifetime in
nonpolar InGaN MQWs obtained from time-resolved photoluminescence.
Furthermore, a thermal radiation analysis revealed a unique self-cooling effect for III-nitride materials, which also helps enhance
device performance at high temperature. These results offer new insights and strategies for the design and fabrication of high-
efficiency high-temperature PV cells.
KEYWORDS: III-nitrides, high temperature, solar cells, polarization-free, self-cooling

High-performance solar cells operating at high temper-
atures (e.g., >300 °C) are highly desired for high-

temperature photovoltaic (PV) applications, such as space
missions near the Sun,1−4 terrestrial photovoltaic thermal
(PVT) hybrid solar collector systems,5 and concentrating solar
power (CSP)/PV hybrid systems.6 For example, the perihelion
distance of Mercury is 0.307 astronomical units (AU) from the
Sun. This resulted in an extremely high temperature of ∼400
°C at the Mercury planet surface,1 presenting a significant
challenge for the efficient generation of solar power for
spacecraft in NASA missions. Similarly, high operation
temperature (>300 °C) is also a critical requirement for the
next-generation terrestrial PVT hybrid system due to the
concentrated solar power.7 For CSP/PV hybrid systems,
InGaN PV cells have been proposed to integrate with the
current CSP systems as the photovoltaic topping cells.7 This
simultaneously allows for the generation of electricity through
sunlight and the storage of dispatchable heat that can
theoretically improve the efficiency by 46% compared to the
CSP system alone. The current high-temperature electronic
technologies typically utilize an active cooling process, which is
however undesirable in these applications, as it consumes a

large amount of power and reduces the total efficiency of the
system. Therefore, there is an urgent need for developing solar
cells based on new PV materials that enable efficient operation
at high temperatures.
Solar cells based on conventional III−V semiconductors,

e.g., GaAs,8,9 GaP/AlGaP,2,10 AlGaInP,11 and even SiC,4 have
been researched for high-temperature applications with limited
success. The intrinsic PV conversion efficiency of these devices
typically showed a sharp decrease with increasing temper-
atures; that is, these cells exhibit a negative temperature
coefficient.9,12 For example, GaAs solar cells were reported
with an absolute efficiency drop of 0.4% per 10-degree
temperature increase at one-sun and failed shortly after
exposure to high temperature.1,8 The escalating short-circuit
current (Jsc) and dropping open-circuit voltage (Voc) at high
temperatures of these cells are also detrimental to the PV
module operation. Furthermore, other extrinsic effects such as
degradation in metal contacts further exacerbate the device
performance at high temperature.13−15
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Wide-bandgap III-nitride InGaN materials have emerged as
a promising candidate for high-temperature solar cells.
InxGa1−xN alloys have a tunable direct bandgap from
ultraviolet (GaN ∼3.4 eV) to near-infrared (InN ∼0.7 eV)
spectral regions derived by changing the In compositions that
provide a perfect match to the solar spectrum.16−19 Due to the
relatively wider bandgap compared to Si or III−V, InGaN solar
cells are also expected to have higher operation temperatures
and superior radiation tolerance.15,17 These properties there-
fore make them particularly suitable for aforementioned space
missions and terrestrial PVT hybrid systems. Despite these
advantageous properties, InGaN solar cells are still a nascent
field in PV due to well-known challenges in III-nitrides such as
high defect density due to lack of native substrates.20 The first
demonstration of a III-nitride solar cell emerged around 2007
with an InGaN/GaN p−i−n double heterostructure (DH)
grown on c-plane sapphire substrates.21 Later, it was realized
that the performance of InGaN solar cells can be further
improved by utilizing strained InGaN quantum wells (QWs)
or superlattice active layer structures, similar to the commercial

III-nitride light-emitting diodes (LEDs).22−24 It was argued
that these thin QW layers could mitigate defect formations that
occur in thick InGaN layers and thus lead to improved device
performance. With such an approach, single-junction InGaN
QW solar cells with a relatively high external quantum
efficiency of ∼50% and decent Jsc and Voc were demon-
strated.23,25,26 Several groups also reported that the PV
performance of InGaN QW solar cells can be reasonably
sustained at high temperatures (e.g., 300 °C).27−30 Despite
these encouraging progresses, these conventional InGaN solar
cells unavoidably suffer from the polarization-related effects
from the adoption of c-plane sapphire substrates, which have
profound impacts on the efficiency of InGaN solar cells at both
room temperature (RT) and high temperatures. At RT, the
large polarization-induced electric field inside the InGaN/GaN
QWs will lead to a large quantum barrier that hinders the
carrier collection in solar cells.31,32 At high temperatures, the
polarization-related effects are convoluted with thermal
escaping, making it even more challenging to probe, analyze,
and engineer the carrier dynamics of InGaN solar cells.

Figure 1. (a) Crystal planes of the polar c-plane (top) and the nonpolar m-plane GaN (bottom). (b) Schematic zoom-in energy band diagrams of
the active InGaN/GaN MQW regions of the two crystal planes. (c) Schematic device structure for the fabricated nonpolar InGaN solar cell. (d−f)
Cross-section HAADF-STEM images of the nonpolar m-plane InGaN/GaN MQW solar cell structure with 20 periods of InGaN(6 nm)/GaN(10
nm) MQWs. (d) HAADF-STEM image of the entire solar cell structure. (e) HAADF-STEM image of one InGaN/GaN QW on the atomic scale.
The white dashed lines are estimated interfaces between InGaN QW and GaN barrier layers and also serve as a guide to eyes. (f) Zoom-in
HAADF-STEM image of the GaN epilayer from (e). The hexagonal wurtzite structure of GaN can be clearly identified. Upward is the growth
direction.
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Recently, our group has demonstrated novel polarization-free
InGaN QW solar cells with significantly improved carrier
collection efficiency using nonpolar m-plane bulk GaN
substrates.33 The new devices offer exciting opportunities for
III-nitride solar cells to break the current performance limit
particularly at high temperatures.
In this paper, we demonstrate the outstanding high-

temperature performance of III-nitride solar cells using
polarization-free (i.e., nonpolar) InGaN/GaN multiple quan-
tum wells (MQWs). The InGaN solar cells showed a large
working temperature range from RT to 450 °C, with positive
temperature coefficients up to 350 °C. The peak value of
external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) of the devices showed a
2.5-fold enhancement from RT (∼32%) to 450 °C (∼81%),
which is distinct from all other solar cells ever reported. Time-
resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) results reveal that an
increase of over 70% in carrier lifetime in nonpolar InGaN
MQWs is partly responsible for the enhanced EQE. In
addition, a thermal radiation analysis was performed on Si,
GaAs, and III-nitride materials, which revealed a unique self-
cooling nature of III-nitrides. These results offer new insights
and strategies for the design and fabrication of high-efficiency
high-temperature PV solar cells using III-nitrides, which will
open up not just exciting possibilities but also breakthrough
potential for transformative outcomes in solar cell efficiency
and deployment.

■ HIGH-TEMPERATURE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF
THE NONPOLAR INGAN/GAN MQW SOLAR CELLS

Figure 1(a) presents the schematic crystal planes of the polar c-
plane (top) and the nonpolar m-plane GaN (bottom). Figure
1(b) shows the schematic zoom-in energy band diagrams of
the active InGaN/GaN MQW regions of the two crystal
planes. It can be seen that due to the large polarization-related
effects, the energy band diagram of the MQWs on the
conventional polar c-plane GaN is tilted. In contrast, the
energy band diagram of the MQWs on the polarization-free
nonpolar m-plane is flat. The distinct energy band profiles
between two cases will have significant impacts on the carrier
transport, leading to very different solar cell device perform-
ance under high temperatures. This will be discussed in detail
in the following section. The complete energy band diagrams
are shown in Figure S1. Figure 1(c) shows the schematic
device structure for the fabricated nonpolar InGaN solar cell,
while Figure 1(d−f) show the cross-section high-angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (STEM) images of the nonpolar m-plane InGaN/GaN
MQW solar cell structure with 20 periods of nominal 6 nm
InGaN and 10 nm GaN MQWs. The average thickness of one
period of InGaN QW and GaN barrier is around 17.5 nm. The
hexagonal wurtzite structure of GaN can be clearly identified
from Figure 1(e) and (f). Very high quality InGaN/GaN
MQW structures were obtained, as evidenced by the STEM
images and high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) results

Figure 2. (a) Temperature-dependent EQE spectra of the nonpolar InGaN MQW solar cell at different temperatures from 25 to 450 °C. (b)
Temperature-dependent illuminated JV measurements of the nonpolar InGaN MQW solar cell. (c) Extracted Voc, Jsc, FF, and efficiency values as
functions of temperatures.

Figure 3. (a) Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (PL) and (b) time-resolved PL measurements of nonpolar InGaN/GaN MQW solar cell
devices. (c) Extracted temperature-dependent carrier lifetime for this nonpolar device (blue solid markers). The dashed lines indicate fitting results
for τeff (black), τrad (blue), and τSRH (green).
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in Figure S2. The energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) element
mapping of In (displayed in blue false color) and the
corresponding EDX spectrum profile along the growth
direction are shown in Figure S3. The details of the epitaxial
growth and fabrication processes for the solar cells can be
found in the Methods section.
The EQE performance of the fabricated nonpolar InGaN/

GaN solar cell was characterized under various temperatures
from 25 to 450 °C, and the results are shown in Figure 2(a).
As the temperature increases, the peak EQEs of the nonpolar
InGaN solar cell continuously increase from ∼32% at 25 °C to
∼81% at 450 °C. This is distinct from previous reports,34,35 as
most solar cells show a large degradation in EQE with
increasing temperatures. Previous reports on polar InGaN solar
cells have also shown that EQE performance degraded as
temperature rose.28,29 Furthermore, the cutoff wavelengths in
the EQE spectral of the nonpolar InGaN solar cells increase
dramatically as the temperature increases (i.e., from ∼435 nm
at 25 °C to ∼480 nm at 450 °C), due to the bandgap
narrowing at high temperatures. In comparison, the onset
wavelengths in the EQE spectra show minimal changes with
increasing temperatures. As a result, broadened EQE spectra
with enhanced peak EQE values were obtained from the
nonpolar InGaN solar cells at high temperatures. This huge
enhancement in EQE can also be attributed to three main
physical mechanisms: (1) the thermally narrowing bandgap of
InGaN along with the enlarged absorbing solar spectrum,
leading to significant absorption boost of incident photons; (2)
the increased effective carrier lifetime at elevated temperatures.
This indicates that longer lifetime enables more carriers to be
collected at contacts, which can further facilitate more
complete absorption of incident light in the active layers. As
shown in Figure 3(c) and Figure S4(c), a higher effective
lifetime in the polar c-plane device contributed to higher power
conversion efficiency and EQE at temperatures below 150 °C
in Figure S5. More details on carrier lifetime will be discussed
in the following section. The third physical mechanism is (3)
the increased diffusion length at elevated temperature, which
contributed to the enhanced carrier collection and thus EQE.
From the Einstein relation D = μMQWkbT/q, diffusion length
can be calculated using L2 = D τ = μMQWkbT/qτ, where μMQW,
kb, T, q, and τ stand for carrier mobility in MQWs, Boltzmann’s
constant, temperature, electrical charge, and carrier lifetime,
respectively. It is worth noting that μMQW here is not in bulk
material, and thus it is not dominated by phonon scattering.36

Previous work on carrier transport across MQWs demonstrates
that effective mobility of both electrons and holes tends to
increase through thermal-related carrier processes.37 We can
then safely conclude that diffusion length (L) of carriers
improves at elevated temperatures by considering the
increasing carrier lifetime (τ).
Figure 2(b) shows the temperature-dependent illuminated

current density−voltage (JV) measurements of the nonpolar
InGaN solar cell, while the extracted Voc, Jsc, fill factor (FF),
and power conversion efficiency (eff) as a function of
temperatures are plotted in Figure 2(c). The Voc of the
nonpolar InGaN solar cell decreases monotonically at a rate of
∼2.85 mV/°C in the range of 25− 450 °C. This is due to the
increased carrier recombination (and thus the increased dark
saturation current J0) as temperature increases, which is
consistent with other solar cell reports.28,29,38 However, it is
noteworthy that the Jsc increases monotonically from 0.52 mA/
cm2 at 25 °C to 1.91 mA/cm2 at 450 °C, which suggests a 3.7-

fold enhancement and is closer to the ideal Jsc of the
Shockley−Queisser limit at the corresponding bandgap (∼2.31
mA/cm2 at 2.85 eV to ∼4.67 mA/cm2 at 2.58 eV for an
AM1.5G spectrum). This huge increase in Jsc also corresponds
to the enhanced EQE spectra at elevated temperatures. The FF
of the device shows a peak at 200 °C due to the trade-off
between Voc and Jsc. This rollover phenomena in FF can be
ascribed to the trade-off between carrier escape and
recombination at high temperatures, which is also reported
in other solar cells using double heterostructures.39 As a result,
the power conversion efficiency of the nonpolar InGaN solar
cell increases monotonically from 0.55% at 25 °C to 0.94% at
350 °C and then falls off to 0.812% at 450 °C. This large
enhancement in solar cell efficiency up to 350 °C has never
been reported in other solar cell devices. This enhancement of
conversion efficiency under elevated temperatures demon-
strates the potential and feasibility of III-nitride-based solar
cells for high-temperature applications. Based on Shockley−
Queisser analysis, the optimal bandgap of the solar cell changes
from 1.4 eV at RT to ∼2.0 eV at 500 °C.40 Although Si and
GaAs have nearly optimal bandgaps at RT, they deviate from
the optimal values as the temperature rises, resulting in a
reduced efficiency. In contrast, with the tunable bandgap
property, III-nitrides can be further engineered to match the
optimal value of the bandgap for the corresponding temper-
ature (above 450 °C), indicating the huge potential and
feasibility of wide-bandgap III-nitrides for high-temperature PV
applications.

■ POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN QW CARRIER ESCAPE
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

To explore the fundamental understanding on the high-
temperature performance of nonpolar InGaN solar cells, we
studied the temperature-dependent optical properties and
carrier dynamics for nonpolar and polar InGaN MQW samples
using photoluminescence (PL) and TRPL measurements. The
power of the pulsed excitation source was chosen to
approximate the actual light intensity of solar cells under
operation. PL and TRPL spectra from RT to 400 °C of the m-
plane device are plotted in Figure 3(a) and (b), respectively.
Those of the c-plane sample are plotted in Figure S4. In Figure
3(a), it is worth noting that strong PL peak intensity was
observed for the m-plane device even at high temperatures
compared to its c-plane counterpart. This can be attributed to
the strong radiative capability in m-plane III-nitride QWs. On
the other hand, due to the strong yellow emission from III-
nitrides, the PL peaks of MQWs of the c-plane sample show
interference and are difficult to discern from 300 °C.
Therefore, TRPL spectra of the c-plane sample at 300 °C
have a very low signal/noise ratio and thus can be considered
inaccurate to extract carrier lifetime.
The extracted temperature-dependent carrier lifetimes for

nonpolar InGaN/GaN MQW devices are plotted in Figure
3(c). The same measurements were also performed on the
polar c-plane device, and the results are shown in Figure
S4(a)−(c) for comparison. It is worthy to note that the
lifetime of the m-plane device rises as the temperature
increases and increases by over 70% at 400 °C compared to
that at RT. We attributed this surprising phenomenon to the
strong radiative recombination ability of m-plane InGaN
MQWs. This also corresponds to the relatively strong PL
emission at elevated temperatures for the m-plane device
shown in Figure 3(a). It has been observed and confirmed by
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previous literature that m-plane InGaN QWs have a large
radiative recombination rate compared to c-plane counter-
parts.41−43 On the other hand, the c-plane device has shown an
opposite trend compared to the nonpolar device.
The temperature-dependent carrier lifetimes for nonpolar

and polar InGaN/GaN MQW devices are also fitted to a
carrier recombination model to determine the main recombi-
nation mechanism(s) at different temperatures. Three major
carrier mechanisms are considered in this analysis: radiative
recombination (lifetime τrad), Shockley−Read−Hall recombi-
nation (lifetime τSRH), and thermionic emission (lifetime τth).
For the QW structure we used in the experiment (6 nm InGaN
QW and 10 nm GaN barrier layer), the thermionic escape was
found to be the dominant carrier transport mechanism,44

where the tunneling escape of carriers was treated as a minor
concern. The analytical expressions of different temperature-
dependent τrad, τSRH, and τth are described in previous
literature.45 For simplicity, the aforementioned temperature-
dependent lifetimes can be expressed as

C Trad rad
1.5τ ∝ (1)

C TSRH SRH
0.5τ ∝ −

(2)

C T e E kT
th th

0.5 /τ ∝ − Δ
(3)

where ΔE is the barrier height for carriers and Crad, CSRH, and
Cth are temperature-independent coefficients for radiative
recombination, Shockley−Read−Hall recombination, and
thermionic emission processes.43,45 Then the effective lifetime
τeff contains all three recombination processes:

1 1 1 1

eff rad SRH thτ τ τ τ
= + +

(4)

Solid markers in Figure 3(c) and Figure S4(c) represent the
effective lifetime obtained from TRPL measurements, while
dashed lines indicate the fitting curves to eqs 1−4. It is worth
noting that τrad is the only recombination process that
positively correlates with temperature.45,46 For the m-plane
device, τeff increases from 0.72 ns at 25 °C to 1.29 ns at 400
°C, which is over 70% larger. TRPL results suggest that the m-
plane device is mostly dominated by radiative recombination at
all measured temperature ranges. In addition, this excitonic
nature of the radiative recombination in the m-plane sample
can be directly attributed to the polarization-free quantum well

structure. The larger overlap of wave functions and higher
exciton binding energy due to the nonpolar QWs have been
reported to contribute to the enhanced radiative ability.43 The
radiative recombination lifetime will then increase due to this
temperature-dependent excitonic nature of radiative recombi-
nation. In addition, the thermionic emission process is not
applicable in analyzing effective lifetime in nonpolar devices,
and SRH recombination also plays a role at high temperatures
since extracted PL lifetimes of the m-plane device are not
completely proportional to T1.5. This prolonged carrier lifetime
also accounts for the enhanced Jsc at high temperatures.
On the other hand, the c-plane device has shown the

opposite trend compared to the nonpolar device. This
indicates that SRH recombination and thermionic emission
processes play a critical role at high temperatures. In addition,
the radiative recombination lifetime of the c-plane device is
also about 1 order of magnitude larger than that of the m-plane
device. This also corresponds to the strong polarization effect
in c-plane QWs, leading to lower radiative probability.

■ SELF-COOLING EFFECTS IN GAN USING THERMAL
RADIATION ANALYSIS

To further investigate the physical nature of high-temperature
performance of III-nitrides, the emissivity measurement was
taken and a thermal radiation power analysis was carried out
where Si and GaAs were used as references, as shown in Figure
S6. The calculations are performed by a finite-difference-based
thermal simulator, taking into account the solar cell absorbed
power under AM 1.5G illumination, the heat dissipation by
thermal radiation of the cell, and the nonradiative heat
dissipation to the environment by conduction and convection.
The details on the calculation can be found in ref 47. Figure 4a
shows the calculated temperature difference between the
InGaN solar cell and the heating stage at various heating stage
temperatures. As a comparison, the temperature differences for
GaAs and Si are also plotted. As shown in Figure 4b, the
temperature difference (absolute value) for III-nitride is
significantly larger than the others and increases as the stage
temperature increases. This is mainly due to the increased heat
dissipation through thermal radiation of the GaN cell at
elevated temperatures presented in Figure 4a. Similar trends
are also observed for GaAs and Si cells. However, the
temperature differences of these two cells are much smaller

Figure 4. (a) Net thermal radiation power density Prad for GaN, GaAs, and Si calculated from experimentally measured thermal emissivity. (b)
Calculated temperature difference between the InGaN solar cell sample and the heating stage temperature at different heating stage temperatures.
The temperature differences of GaAs and Si are also plotted for reference. (c) Calculated temperature difference between GaN−GaAs tandem cell
sample and heating stage temperature at different heating stage temperatures. The temperature difference of GaAs is also plotted for reference. It
clearly shows that with III-nitride as the top cell, the operating temperature of the underlying GaAs cell reduces effectively.
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than the GaN cell, due to the weaker heat dissipation through
thermal radiation.
This outstanding heat dissipation capability through thermal

radiation of III-nitride can also contribute to the low
temperature coefficient of Voc of the InGaN-based solar cell
compared to Si and GaAs. From the one-diode model, the

expression for Voc is ( )V ln 1nkT
q

J

Joc
sc

0
= + , where n is the

ideality factor, q is the electron charge, and J0 is the dark
saturation current density. Then the temperature coefficient of
Voc is defined as

C
V

V
T T V

nkT
q J

J

T J

J

T
1 1 1 1 1

V
oc
300K

oc

oc
300K

sc

sc

0

0
oc

≡
∂
∂

= +
∂
∂

−
∂
∂

i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz
(5)

The comparisons between (a) measured and ideal Voc, (b)
measured and calculated dVoc/dT, and (c) measured and
calculated C(Voc) are shown in Figure S7. It is worth noting
that J0 is extremely sensitive to the temperature,48 as defined as

( )J CT exp
E

kT0
3 g= − , where C is the material parameter and Eg

is the bandgap energy. Therefore, under the same stage/
ambient temperature, the higher temperature difference (in
absolute value) suggests less dark current density J0 and less
thermal bandgap narrowing. Thus, for III-nitrides, the decrease
in Voc will be suppressed and CVoc is smaller. For the nonpolar
InGaN solar cell, it is −0.136%/K for Voc and is also consistent
with previous reports29,35 and far better than those of GaAs
(−0.238%/K) and Si cells (−0.329%/K).29,49 The lower
thermal radiation power density of Si compared to GaAs also
corresponds to the lower temperature coefficient of Voc (higher
in absolute value). Consequently, this self-cooling effect of III-
nitrides can also potentially be beneficial for InGaN/III−V
tandem or multijunction cells. The employment of an InGaN
top cell is capable of reducing the operating temperature of the
underlying III−V cells at elevated temperatures, as evidenced
in Figure 4(c).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we demonstrated a high-performance nonpolar
InGaN MQW solar cell with great potential for high-
temperature PV applications (e.g., >350 °C). The single-
junction nonpolar m-plane InGaN solar cell exhibited a large
positive temperature coefficient for EQE and PV efficiency
from RT to 350 °C, which is distinct from any solar cells ever
reported. A 70% efficiency enhancement was observed from
RT to 350 °C in this nonpolar InGaN cell. This superior
thermal performance is also attributed to several factors: (i)
improved material quality through the homoepitaxial growth
enabled by single-crystal substrates; (ii) enhanced radiative
capability due to nonpolar crystal orientation, thus improved
effective lifetime of the photogenerated carriers in the QWs;
and (iii) narrowed large energy bandgap at high temperatures,
offering better matching with the solar spectrum. Furthermore,
thermal radiation heat dissipation analysis revealed a unique
self-cooling effect of III-nitrides. Near-unity emissivity of GaN
resulted in a significant reduction of the device temperature,
which leads to the reduced Voc loss in InGaN solar cells. The
self-cooling III-nitride top cell could serve as a heat shield for
the underlying subcell(s) by reducing their device temper-
atures in the tandem design. These results offer new insights
and strategies for the design and fabrication of high-efficiency

high-temperature PV solar cells using III-nitrides, which will
open up exciting new applications such as in space applications
and potentially lead to transformative outcomes in solar cell
efficiency and deployment.

■ METHODS
Growth and Structure Parameters of Nonpolar InGaN

Solar Cells. InGaN MQW solar cells on nonpolar m-plane
substrates were grown by conventional metal−organic
chemical vapor deposition. The growth condition was designed
to achieve an indium incorporation around 15% in samples.
The designed device consists of 1 μm Si-doped n-GaN ([Si] =
5 × 1018 cm−3), 10 nm highly Si-doped n+-GaN ([Si] = 1 ×
1019 cm−3), 20 periods of InGaN (6 nm)/GaN (10 nm)
MQWs, 30 nm Mg-doped smooth p+-GaN ([Mg] = 1 × 1019

cm−3), 120 nm Mg-doped p-GaN ([Mg] = 3 × 1019 cm−3),
and a 10 nm highly Mg-doped p+-GaN contact layer ([Mg] = 1
× 1020 cm−3). None of these devices is coated with traditional
indium tin oxide or current spreading layers.

Solar Cell Fabrication and Characterization. InGaN
solar cell samples were processed into 1 mm × 1 mm mesas by
standard contact lithography and inductively coupled plasma
etching. Ti/Al/Ni/Au and Ni/Au grid contacts deposited via
electron beam evaporation were employed as n and p metal
contacts, respectively. More structural and fabrication details
on InGaN solar cells can be found in refs 15 and 33.

HRXRD Measurement. The nonpolar InGaN solar cell
sample was characterized by high-resolution X-ray diffraction
measurement using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro Materials
Research X-ray diffractometer (MRD) system with Cu Kα
radiation. A hybrid monochromator and triple-axis module
were used for the incident and diffracted beam optics,
respectively.

FIB and STEM Imaging. The nonpolar InGaN solar cell
specimens for STEM imaging were prepared with an FEI Nova
200 dual-beam FIB system with a Ga ion source. A JEOL-
ARM200F scanning transmission electron microscope oper-
ated at 200 kV and equipped with double aberration correctors
for both probe-forming and imaging lenses was used to
perform HAADF imaging. The compositional distribution of
In element in MQW layers was accomplished by acquiring the
EDX spectroscopic spectra of In element.

Illuminated Current Density−Voltage and EQE Meas-
urement. Solar cell parameters such as the open-circuit
voltage, fill factor, and power conversion efficiency were
extracted from LIV measurements taken using an Oriel Class A
solar simulator. The Newport Class A solar simulator generates
a 4-in.-diameter collimated beam using a xenon arc lamp and a
series of filters designed to provide 0.1 W cm−2 at the surface
of the testing stage. All JV curves of InGaN and GaAs cells
were taken at a 1 sun condition AM1.5G spectrum.
EQE measurement data were collected under short-circuit

conditions using an Oriel QEPVSI quantum efficiency
measurement system and calibrated with a reference Si
photodetector. This system is composed of a 150 W xenon
arc lamp coupled with a Cornerstone 260 1/4m mono-
chromator.
A Linkam HFS600-PB4 stage capable of heating the samples

up to 600 °C was used to perform the temperature-dependent
measurements. For both the EQE and current−voltage (I−V)
measurements, the temperature of the stage was increased
from room temperature to 450 °C in steps of 25−50 °C with a
ramp rate of 10−20 °C/min. Once the desired temperature
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was reached, the sample was kept at the specified temperature
for another 3 min. The experimental setup did not allow for
the simultaneous acquisition of the temperature-dependent
EQE and I−V.
Photoluminescence and Time-Resolved Photolumi-

nescence Measurements. PL and TRPL measurements
were done using a home-built system, where a picosecond 405
nm pulsed laser diode (PDL 800-B) was used as excitation
source. A very low excitation power density was used in order
to extract carrier dynamics for the device operating as a solar
cell. PL spectra were collected by a Si array detector coupled
with a Horiba monochromator (TRIAX 320). TRPL was
measured by a time-correlated single-photon counting system
(TCSPC). A Si photomultiplier tube detector is attached at the
other output port of the monochromator, and its signal is then
recorded by the TCSPC board (SPC130 module).
Transmission and Reflection Spectra Measurement.

The transmission and reflectance spectra of the fabricated
nonpolar InGaN solar cell sample were characterized with a
LAMBDA 950/1050 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer from
PerkinElmer.
Emissivity Measurement. The thermal radiation power

density was obtained from experimentally characterized
thermal emissivity of the solar cells by using a Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (Thermo Scientific Nicolet
6700). The absorptivity/emissivity spectra were obtained by
subtracting the reflectance and transmittance from unity. The
GaN, GaAs, and Si substrates were all around 300 μm, while
the thickness of GaN grown on the sapphire was around 3 μm.
Simulation of Band Diagrams. The energy band

diagrams of InGaN/GaN double heterostructures were
simulated using Silvaco ATLAS software. They all contain a
6 nm absorbing layer and a 10 nm barrier. The band structure
parameters, the conduction, and valence band offsets of
InGaN/GaN DHs were obtained from Huang et al.,33

respectively. Silvaco ATLAS is a commercial device simulation
tool based on the drift-diffusion model. MQW simulation is
based on a parabolic quantum well model implemented within
Silvaco ATLAS. The bound state energies are calculated
solving the Schrödinger equation along discrete slices in the
quantization direction.
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